event 2016 canterbury atlas home - special track 1 dark tourism memory and pilgrimage supported by the first world war centenary partnership cemeteries sites of death and atrocities or so called fun factories are increasingly part of the typical tourist itinerary and 2016 marks the midway point in the centenary anniversary events of the great war therefore making it timely to reflect on war as a visitor attraction, mobilising visual ethnography making routes making place - this article explores the value of using a visual ethnography approach to explore experiences and visual representations of movement in urban contexts drawing a series of parallels between walking and anthropological fieldwork practice jo lee and tim ingold have noted how walking around is, research directory sensory studies - research directory this directory is a compendium of the names of scholars who are actively engaged in social scientific or humanities based research on the senses and perception, an annotated bibliography of lgbtq rhetorics present tense - article pdf introduction the early 1970s marked the first publications both in english studies and communication studies to address lesbian and gay issues, latest news wits university - wits honours baroness valerie amos with an honorary doctorate in literature 05 12 2018 baroness amos has served a full career in public service in britain and the un and served as a special advisor to the south african human rights commission, peer reviewed journal ijera com - international journal of engineering research and applications ijera is an open access online peer reviewed international journal that publishes research, peer reviewed journal ijera com - international journal of engineering research and applications ijera is an open access online peer reviewed international journal that publishes research
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